March 12 2017 --- Benchrest Rifle Club of St. Louis--- VFS and Hunter Score Match
Mike Schneidman wins Varmint for Score
Jerry Kloeppel wins Hunter Class
Mark Gizzie wins Factory Class

What a day we had for a match, winter time resumed a few days ago, so we started the match at about
28 Degrees and the wind started increasing immediately. By the time we finished 200 yards most
competitors were holding near the red outer ring. The wind started in the morning from the right but
later we had it from the right and even a headwind at times. The cold temperature kept a lot of fair
weather shooters away so we only had 12 competitors. We truly do appreciate those that drove a long
distance to brave the temperature. We also want to welcome new shooter Mark Gizzie.
Varmint For Score
At 100 yard VFS class the winner was Dennis Boyet with 250-19X, 2nd was Mike Schneidman with 25018X and 3rd was Dustin Martin with 250-15X, Dennis was the lone 6PPC shooter. At 200 yards Mike
Schneidman was the winner with 247-7X, 2nd was Wayne Corley with 245-6X and 3rd was Dustin Martin
with 244-3X. In the grand agg the winner was Mike Schneidman with 497-25X, 2nd was Wayne Corley
with 494-20X and 3rd was Dustin Martin 494-18X.
Custom Hunter Class
In the Hunter class the 100 yard the winner was Clark Greene with 248-13X, 2nd was Jerry Kloeppel with
245-4X and 3rd was Garry Goessling with 242-3X. At 200 yards the winner was Jerry Kloeppel with 2403X, 2nd was Clark Greene with 235-2X and 3rd was Gary Goessling with 59-0X (equipment problems). In
the grand agg the winner was Jerry Kloeppel with 485-7X, 2nd was Clark Greene with 483-15X and 3rd
was Gary Goessling with 301-3X.
Factory Hunter Class
In our 100 yard Factory Hunter class 1st place was new shooter Mark Gizzie with 228-2X and 2nd was
John Bobbitt with 197.
Thanks to all for coming out on such a nasty day and we hope to see you at our next match on Sunday
April 23rd at 9 AM. At our next match we will be loading in the original clubhouse and will be using
benches 21 and up.

